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Tracks: 

– K-boot
– KO-bot

STATIC WAVES

is an electronic music project born in Sicily by a non-musician. Pushed by his love for 
electronic music, he started to play analogue instruments like drum machines, synths, 
pedals and filters. His approach to electronic music is essentially emotive and based on live 
improvisations done using musical patterns and sound-sets previously prepared. He usually 
reject the use of cold laptops and soulless software for play and produce his music, 
preferring instead the use of shiny machines with pulsing led and rotating knobs. 

DUAL

starting from the same point, arrived in different places, gaining different results, and 
producing different soundscapes. Here, two tracks coming from the same patterns and 
sound-set, were elaborated in two different live improvisation performances, leading at 
two different destinations of the mind, two different states of consciousness, following two 
way that come from the same root. K-boot, the boot of “K”, it the first path. It tells and 
depicts the beginning of a story that will bring you to the "KO" where, will be a "bot" that 
will drive you through a circular way, until the pseudo-final destination. And again K-boot 
will start, and again the KO-bot will arrive. In a sine wave, up, down, 0, 1. DUAL. 



Info & Contact:

Artist Website:

http://www.lastfm.it/music/Static+Waves

Nostress Netlabel Websites:

http://www.nostressnetlabel.net
http://www.facebook.com/nostress.netlabel

http://twitter.com/NostressNetlabe
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http://www.discogs.com/label/Nostress+Netlabel
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